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ABSTRACT

Software development methodology refers to a standardised, documented methodology which has been used before on similar projects or one which is used habitually within an organisation (Software development methodology). It can generally be applied to all kinds of software products. In portlet development process there are new circumstances which affect the methodology. A portal development manager must be aware of the technological properties and constraints, because there is a large (and very new) range of issues, risks and hidden costs that must be addressed in both the development and deployment processes. This article focuses on discussion of practical approaches to the resolution of development issues and risks in Portal environment. The discussed topics include implementation of Portals in enterprise environment, portlet applications’ high availability, portlet disaster recovery, and the cost of portlet deployment. An attempt is made to forecast future trends in portlet technology.
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BACKGROUND

Enterprise Portals entered the business scene as a new generation of integration services, in a logical sequence of creating easier access paths to service oriented architectures. One can regard Portals as a happy marriage between network enabled access through Web, and specialised, business focused access to grouped information and functions. Development of portlets has been originally regarded as a yet another metamorphosis of J2EE or .NET technology. The expectations and promises of Portal suppliers included powerful user interfaces, fast development using rich APIs, compatibility of portlets originating...
from different suppliers, (JSR 168 & JSR286 define the portlet specification), integration of content, and document management with functional portlets, single sign-on, and easy implementation of authorisation/authentication services as well as application services such as document management, and version management. The vendors attempt to ease the cost and time of the development by bringing new in new tools and environments. A number of questions arose immediately:

Is the development as mature as it would appear from the above promises? Can a development manager with experience in other Web technologies and distributed applications easily become a successful portal development manager? Is there anything specific that a portal development manager must know about the technology? Are the best practices in Web development applicable to portlet development? What are the hidden costs and pitfalls of portal development? Are the new development environments as efficient as claimed? How often can the development manager introduce new tools for the developers?

This article aims at answering these questions. We start with providing the foundations of portal technology, a brief note on the portal specification JSR 168, and WebSphere Portal 6 overview. Armed with the technology landscape, we will look at the issues associated with the development of portal applications. Please note that our practical experience is predominantly in IBM’s WebSphere Portal 6.

**Brief Look at Portal Technology Today**

Portal applications follow typical J2EE multitier architecture. We can view portals as an extension of the Web tier. The portlet container (portal server) is an extension of a servlet container. The portal server manages portlets’ lifecycle, provides a runtime environment, and redirects client requests to appropriate portlets.

A portlet is an application that displays some content in a portlet window. A portlet is developed, deployed, managed and displayed independently of all other portlets. Portlets may have multiple states and view modes and they can also communicate with other portlets by sending messages. Physically, portlets are fragments of HTML placed on a portal page typically in rows and columns. Each portlet provides access to a business function or a Web service (Polgar, J.(2006)).

Portlets are organized into portal pages. In turn portal pages are organised as a set of navigation nodes. Each page is defined in terms of templates for the portal window, screen, and rows and columns. Each screen also contains look-and-feel components such as themes and skins.

Each portlet is characterised by its mode and state. Portlet modes are properties of the portal presentation model. This model can be implemented differently by different infrastructure vendors. Portlet modes allow the portlet to display a different “face” depending
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